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In this work we present the results of a search for continuous gravitational waves from the Galactic
Center using LIGO O2 data. The search uses the Band-Sampled-Data directed search pipeline, which
performs a semi-coherent wide-parameter-space search, exploiting the robustness of the Frequency-
Hough transform algorithm. The search targets signals emitted by isolated asymmetric spinning
neutron stars, located within the few inner parsecs of the Galactic Center. The frequencies covered
in this search range between 10 Hz and 710 Hz with a spin-down range from −1.8 × 10−9 Hz/s to
3.7 × 10−11 Hz/s. No continuous wave signal has been detected and upper limits on the gravita-
tional wave amplitude are presented. The most stringent upper limit at 95% confidence level, for
Livingston detector, is ∼ 1.4× 10−25 at 163 Hz. To date, this is the most sensitive directed search
for continuous gravitational-wave signals from the Galactic Center and the first search of this kind
using LIGO second observing run.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational wave (GW) signals are produced when-
ever there is a mass quadrupole variation, given for ex-
ample by fast moving compact objects. All gravitational
wave signals detected so far by the LIGO [1] and Virgo [2]
interferometers, during the first two observational runs,
have a short time duration and have been produced by
the coalescence of a pair of Black Holes (BHs) or Neutron
Stars (NSs) [3].
When the mass quadrupole moment variation happens
in a nearly periodic way, and the emitted signal is long-
lasting, it is usually referred to as Continuous gravita-
tional Wave (CW). Astrophysical systems that can emit
CWs are, for example, fast spinning galactic NSs, asym-
metric with respect to their rotation axis, isolated or in
binary systems. Another more exotic source of CWs are
ultra-light bosons clouds orbiting BHs [4]. A compre-
hensive review of potential CW sources can be found in
[5].
Several different mechanisms have been proposed to
explain the existence of the star asymmetry which trig-
gers the GW emission [6, 7]. This can be caused by
the presence of elastic stresses, strong internal magnetic
fields not aligned to the star rotation axis, free precession
with respect to the star rotation axis, excitation of long-
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lasting r-mode oscillations and the accretion of matter
from a companion star, e.g. in Low-Mass X-ray Binaries
(LMXB). The degree of asymmetry, usually referred to
as ellipticity, is strictly connected with the strain the star
can sustain, hence to the property of matter inside the
star and its equation of state [8–10].
CWs signals are nearly monochromatic with a fre-
quency fGW proportional to the star spin frequency and a
duration longer than the observational time (of the order
of months or years). The signal arriving at the detector is
indeed not monochromatic, since some modulations oc-
cur, mainly caused by the source intrinsic spin-down and
by the Doppler effect.
For the prototypical case of an isolated spinning NS,
non-axisymmetric with respect to the rotational axis, and
located at a distance d from the detector, the GW-strain
amplitude h0 is given by
h0 =
4pi2G
c4
Izzf
2
GW
d
, (1)
where Izz is the star moment of inertia around the rota-
tion axis (z-axis) while  =
Ixx−Iyy
Izz
is the ellipticity.
To date several CW investigations took place and, al-
though no signal has been detected so far, stringent upper
limits on the GW amplitude have been placed [5]. Each
search uses a different method and is dependent on the
parameter space investigated. Generally speaking those
are divided into: targeted or narrow-band, when all the
source parameters (frequency, spin-down and sky posi-
tion) are assumed as known, or known with a small un-
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2certainty for the narrow-band case; directed, which is the
focus of this work, for which only the source sky position
is known or barely known; and all-sky searches where no
assumptions about the source parameters are done. Lat-
est results from O2 data are available for all-sky searches
in [11], for narrow-band searches in [12] and for targeted
searches in [13].
In general, in directed searches interesting sky regions
or astrophysical objects are investigated, and only loose
constraints on the source frequency and frequency deriva-
tives are assumed. For this reason the parameter space
covered in directed searches is wider than that of targeted
and narrow-band searches, while the computational load
is smaller compared to all-sky searches. The latest tar-
gets investigated in O1 directed searches include super-
nova remnants, globular clusters and LMXB [14–17]. A
previous Galactic Center CW search has been performed
on two years of data from the fifth science run of LIGO
[18].
In this work we consider sources potentially emitting
CWs located within the few inner parsecs of the Galactic
Center, assumed equal to the sky position of the super-
massive BH Sgr A*. This region is a rich place where to
look for CWs since it is likely to host several candidates,
as pointed out by multiple independent lines of evidence
that follow. In a recent work [19] the authors report
some estimates of the NS population, inferred from vari-
ous observations, claiming that up to 10% of galactic NS
may occupy this central region. As already pointed out
by [20–22] an existing unseen pulsar population could
explain the Galactic Center γ-ray excess measured by
Fermi [23] and by the High Energy Stereoscopic System
(HESS) collaboration [24]. Although an order of a billion
of NSs is expected in the Galaxy, the lack of observations
of single sources could be related to the sensitivity limits
of the surveys, as claimed by [25], due to the presence
of interstellar medium along the line of sight. A way to
overcome this limit is to look for NSs trough their GW
emission, since there is no interaction between the in-
terstellar medium and GWs, and a potential CW could
be detected if it is strong enough. In addition to this
aspect, with a CW directed search we don’t need to con-
strain our search to a single GW emitted frequency since
we can search over a wider frequency band.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we
report the search setup and the pipeline description. In
Section III we show results of the search, while upper
limits are computed in IV. Section V is left for conclusion
and discussion.
II. THE SEARCH
A. Advanced LIGO’s second observing run
For this search we have used data from the second
observing run (O2) of the Advanced LIGO detectors in
Hanford, Washington (H) and Livingston, Louisiana (L).
The run started on the 30th of November 2016 and lasted
until the 25th of August 2017. During data taking there
was a break from 2016-12-22 23:00:00 UTC to 2017-01-
04 16:00 UTC, and a commissioning period for L from
the 8th of May to the 26th of May, while for H it lasted
from the 8th of May until the 8th of June. Only science
segments of the last version of the calibrated data [26]
have been considered; besides, poor data quality periods
have been discarded from the analysis: data before the
4th of January is not considered for L detector, while
for H detector 35 days, from mid-March to mid-April
have been excluded. A third interferometer, Advanced
Virgo, was running during August but, given the lower
sensitivity and the significantly shorter observation time,
we did not consider it in this search.
B. The pipeline
For this work we use a new hierarchical semi-coherent
directed search pipeline based on the FrequencyHough
transform [27]. We have developed this new pipeline
adapting some well established concepts and procedures,
such as the use of peakmaps and Hough maps for the
selection of GW candidates [27–30], into the new Band
Sampled Data (BSD) architecture, which properties are
described in [31]. Each BSD file contains the reprocessed
time strain data h(t), down-sampled to 10 Hz from the
original 16 kHz strain data, under the form of a complex
time series. The BSD files can be manipulated to freely
choose the parameter space to investigate.
Generally speaking, the wider the parameter space the
heavier the computational load is. This is the reason why
hierarchical semi-coherent methods, where each chunk of
data is first analyzed coherently and then incoherently
combined, have been developed. Most often the starting
point is a set of Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) of the
calibrated data. The chunk duration, called coherence
time, is chosen short enough to keep the signal, which is
subjected to Doppler and other frequency modulations,
within a single frequency bin 1. On the other hand, the
use of longer coherence times, which increases the search
sensitivity, requires higher computing power.
In order to reduce the computational load, and then
to use longer FFTs at fixed available computing power,
we introduce an intermediate step before the production
of the peakmaps (differently to what is done in [30]),
consisting in a partial Doppler correction.
The coherent step relies on the BSD framework and
its heterodyne corrections as described in [31]. For this
purpose the Doppler demodulation described in [31] has
been modified and applied for each 1 Hz frequency band
(see Appendix A for details). The incoherent step is per-
formed using the FrequencyHough transform [27] where
1 allowing longer FFTs at lower frequencies
3the inputs, the so called peakmaps, have been adapted to
make it work within the BSD framework. We remind that
the FrequencyHough algorithm maps the time-frequency
peaks of the peakmaps into the frequency and spin-down
(or spin-up) plane of the source.
In the following, we describe the steps of the pipeline
and the main differences with the more general Frequen-
cyHough method used for all-sky searches [30]. A scheme
of the pipeline is shown in Fig. 1:
FIG. 1. Pipeline flowchart for the single detector. See text
for blocks description.
For each BSD file covering a given 10 Hz frequency
band and a run sub-period (∼ 1 month), the following
steps are applied:
1) assuming a given sky position ~n, we partially correct
the BSD complex time series using a modified version of
the heterodyne used in [31]. We repeat the correction in
each 1 Hz frequency band (for details see Appendix A).
Simulations show that this correction is applicable with
a maximum error of 5 % on the source frequency, in a
frequency band of 1 Hz.
2) After this partial correction, the coherence time
used for the peakmap can be longer, since the residual
Doppler modulation will be smaller. We increase the co-
herence time by a factor of 4.
3) This peakmap is the input of the FrequencyHough
transform, which produces one FrequencyHough map for
each BSD file. The resolution of the FrequencyHough
map is given by the size of the bins of the template grid
as:
δfFH =
1
TcohKf
(2)
δf˙FH =
1
TcohTobsKf˙
, (3)
where Tcoh is the coherence length, while Tobs is the ob-
servational time. Kf and Kf˙ are the over-resolution fac-
tors as described in [30].
4) All the produced FrequencyHough map, spanning
the same frequency/spin-down bands, are summed to-
gether. We can sum up the maps since the Frequency-
Hough transform is a linear operation.
The final set of candidates will be selected on the total
FrequencyHough map, using the same ranking procedure
of [30]. After the selection of the first level of candidates
in each detector, coincidences are done between the two
data-set using a coincidence distance defined as:
d =
√√√√(∆f
δf
)2
+
(
∆f˙
δf˙
)2
(4)
where ∆f and ∆f˙ are the differences between the pa-
rameters of the candidates of each detector. A candidate
is then selected when the coincidence distance is below
a given threshold distance dthr. Among these surviving
candidates the most significant ones should be investi-
gated in detail through a followup process (see section
III).
C. The search setup
The total number of BSD files used for this search
is 1120, spanning Nband = 70 frequency bands be-
tween 10 Hz and 710 Hz and a spin-down range of
[−1.8×10−9, 3.7×10−11] Hz/s as shown in Tab. I. In Tab.
II we report the parameters that define the search grid.
We remind that the frequency and spin-down bins size,
defined by Eq. (2) and (3), change for each 10 Hz band.
This happens because the coherence length scales with
the maximum frequency of the band as Tcoh ∝ 1/
√
fmax.
The coherence time for the band [10 - 20] Hz is Tcoh =
64208 s, while it is Tcoh = 10776 s for the last band
investigated, [700 - 710] Hz. For this search we have
used Kf = 10 and Kf˙ = 2 for the frequency and spin-
down bins of the FrequencyHough map. Concerning the
sky bin, we are limiting the search to a single sky bin
Nsky = 1, hence the total number of templates will be
simply the product between the number of frequency bins
Nf and the number of spin-down bins Nf˙ . The values of
the grid parameters used for this search are reported in
Tab. II.
TABLE I. Frequency and spin-down ranges used for this
search.
Frequency [10, 710] Hz
Spin-down [−1.8× 10−9, 3.7× 10−11] Hz/s
We perform this search pointing towards the position
of Sgr A*, since we are assuming that most of the sources
lie within the few inner parsecs of the Galactic Center.
The sky bin size not only depends on the sky position
of the source, but also depends on the frequency and on
the coherence time used. Indeed, the angular resolutions
along the longitude and the declination will be respec-
4TABLE II. Main grid parameters used: Nf is the number of
frequency bins; Nf˙ is the number of spin-down bins; we used
the Sgr A* as sky position for our directed search analysis.
The values of Nf and Nf˙ are different for each 10 Hz band.
Nf [6.42× 106, 1.08× 106]
Nf˙
a [5580, 937]for H,
[4860, 817] for L
Sky Sgr A* RA(J2000) = 17h 45m 40.04s,
Dec(J2000) = −29◦ 00′ 28.1”
a Since Tobs is different in each detector, the bin size will change
tively
δλ =
1
ND cosβGC
(5)
δβ =
1
ND sinβGC
, (6)
where ND is the number of frequency bins affected by
the Doppler effect at a given frequency which is equal
to 273 for lower frequencies, while is equal to 1623 for
the highest frequency. Assuming a Galactic Center dis-
tance of 8 kpc, these resolutions correspond to the sky
patch centered at the ecliptic coordinates of Sgr A*
(λGC , βGC) = (266.8517,−5.6077)◦, with a radius rang-
ing from 150 pc (for lower frequencies) to 25 pc (for
higher ones).
A total number of 207 jobs per detector, with a mean
duration of 30 min each, run on an Intel ES-2640V4 CPU,
with a total computational cost of ∼ 200 core hours. The
estimated time does not consider the BSD time produc-
tion. The total number of templates used is 2.4×1011 for
L and 2.7× 1011 for H. The frequency resolution ranges
from 1.6 × 10−6 Hz, for the lowest frequency band, to
9.3 × 10−6 Hz for the band [700 - 710] Hz. The spin-
down natural resolution ranges from 3.3 × 10−13 Hz/s
to 2.0 × 10−12 Hz/s for H detector, while for L detec-
tor is 3.8× 10−13 Hz/s at the lowest frequency band and
2.3× 10−12 Hz/s at the highest one.
III. RESULTS
The search produced 203961 candidates for L and
202556 for H. This number is given by the sum of all
candidates selected in each of the 207 jobs per detector,
where we have selected ∼ 1000 candidates per job. Can-
didates selection is done through a ranking procedure on
the Hough number count as in [30]. The number of can-
didates chosen in each job is the result of a trade off
between the need to maximize the chance of detection
and the possibility to followup a reasonable number of
coincident candidates. This selection is done separately
for each detector.
After the candidate selection, coincidences are done
between the two datasets. We choose a coincidence win-
dow (see Eq. (4)) equal to dthr = 4. This window size,
supported by the analysis of data containing simulated
signals, is chosen as a trade-off between the number of
final candidates we are able to follow-up (which is strictly
connected to the computational power available), and the
need to not discard real signal candidates that can appear
with slightly different parameters in the two datasets, due
to noise fluctuations.
After coincidences, the surviving candidates are post-
processed using an additional veto consisting in the ex-
clusion of candidates belonging to disturbed frequency
regions, due to the presence of known spectral artifacts.
A final selection is then based on their significance, given
by the Critical Ratio (CR), which is a measure of the sta-
tistical significance of the number count associated with
the pixel of the FrequencyHough map where the candi-
date lies. We can compute the CR threshold as in [30],
using the false alarm probability function. In this way,
the chosen CR threshold corresponds to the probability
of picking an average of one false candidate over the to-
tal number of points in the parameter space. The CR
threshold depends on the frequency bands and is in the
range [6.00 - 6.55] for H and [5.98 - 6.53] for L.
With the choices mentioned above, we found 237 coin-
cident candidates between the two datasets; by applying
the CR threshold veto, only 9 survive. Among these 4
are due to known instrumental lines and one is produced
by the presence of the hardware injection Pulsar 10.
The parameters of the last 4 surviving candidates are
reported in Tab. III.
TABLE III. Candidates survived to coincidences between the
two datasets. Reference time is half of the H run (13-04-17
19:42:42.95 UTC).
candidate # Frequency (Hz) spin-down (Hz/s) CR
cand 1 39.7583884 Hz -2.99 ×10−10 10.16
cand 2 55.5978400 Hz -5.89 ×10−10 9.09
cand 3 55.5982904 Hz -5.04 ×10−10 7.57
cand 4 51.6780907 Hz -3.58 ×10−10 8.53
Interesting candidates, surviving the cleaning, over-
coming the CR threshold and found in coincidence be-
tween the datasets, could be further analyzed through a
followup procedure similar to the one used for surviving
candidates in all-sky searches [11]. The standard idea
behind a generic follow-up is to analyze the data over
smaller volume, usually the same used for coincidences,
using a more refined template grid and a longer coher-
ence time after correcting the data using the frequency
and the spin-down of the candidate. This stage even-
tually can increase the detection confidence and better
estimate the candidate parameters.
Before applying the full followup procedure we can take
a look to the original peakmap in a smaller frequency
band around the candidate. As an example, for the can-
didate at ∼ 39.76 Hz in Fig. 2, we can see that there is a
transient disturbance in L, lasting from the beginning of
the run up to the 14th of March 2017; while in H a line
5FIG. 2. Peakmaps around the candidate at ∼ 39.76 Hz before applying the multi-Doppler correction, for L (left) and H (right)
detectors data. The x-axis indicates time in modified Julian date (MJD), while the colorbar are the normalized values of the
peaks CR. A transient line is clearly visible in L up to ∼ 57826.5 MJD time, while a line spanning the full run is present in H.
spanning the full run is visible at a frequency close to
our candidate. In addition to visual inspection, we have
found out that there was a line for L at 39.7632 Hz, co-
herent with auxiliary environmental monitoring channels
in O1 data as reported in [32]. Finally, we discovered
that also the rest of the candidates, show a similar tran-
sient line in L data lasting up to the 14th of March 2017.
Indeed, looking at the detector logbook we have found
that there was a maintenance day on that date 2. For
this reason we strongly believe that these have been pro-
duced by non-astrophysical sources. No further followup
is then needed to confirm these candidates.
IV. UPPER LIMITS
Since all coincident candidates were not significant
enough or they were due to spectral artifacts, we com-
pute upper limits on the strain amplitude. As a first
step, we compute these values on 13 trial bands of 1 Hz
each, choosing those with no disturbances or hardware
injected signals. To do so, in each 1 Hz band we have in-
jected 50 signals with a given h0 and computed the corre-
sponding detection efficiency. We repeated the injections
using different values of h0 in the interval [6.6 × 10−27 ,
1.3× 10−24].
The 95% confidence level upper limit is given by the
amplitude value, h95%0 , such that the detection efficiency
is equal to 0.95. In order to get h95%0 We used the fol-
lowing fit for the detection efficiency D(x):
D(x) = K(1− e−A1(x−xmin)A2 ) (7)
2 In particular there was a change of a power supply source which
could have caused the lines to disappear (log entry n. 32262)
which has been used in also in Eq. (5) of [33]. The fit
parameters are A1 and A2, while x−xmin = log10( hinjhmin )
where hinj is the injected signal strain and hmin is the
value that satisfies D(xmin) = 0. K is a normaliza-
tion factor between the maximum measured detection
efficiency and the maximum of D(x).
Following the approach of [34] we extend the upper
limits calculation from the 13 trial bands to the full fre-
quency band [10-710] Hz. Indeed, as discussed in [34],
the strain amplitude is proportional to
√
Sn(f), which is
the square root of the noise spectral density. For each of
the 13 bands we have compute this proportionality fac-
tor, usually known as sensitivity depth, which at the end
resulted almost constant over the 13 bands analyzed (up
to a maximum of 15 % of error). Its mean value has been
used to get the full upper limit curve. For the calculation
of the full h95%0 (f) upper limit curve, we have used the
same noise curve Sn(f) used in the FrequencyHough O2
all-sky search paper [11]. A detailed discussion of the va-
lidity of this procedure, compared to the usual approach
used for the all-sky FreqeuncyHough searches, where the
upper limit is computed for every 1 Hz band, is reported
in [35]. The final upper limit curve is given in Fig. 3.
The most sensitive results are ∼ 1.4 × 10−25 for L at
163 Hz, and ∼ 1.6 × 10−25 for H at 195 Hz with a 95%
confidence level.
Upper limits on the strain can be translated into upper
limits for the ellipticity since h0 and  are proportional
as in equation 1. The results, assuming a GC distance of
8 kpc and a moment of inertia equal to the fiducial value
Izz = 10
38 kg m2, are shown in Fig. 4. We also report
the ellipticity upper limits assuming a larger value of the
moment of inertia, which could in principle be possible
for NSs with more exotic equation of state.
The more stringent upper limit on the ellipticity is ∼
3.5× 10−6 Hz/s at the highest frequency for L detector.
610 1 10 2
Frequency [Hz]
10 -25
10 -24
10 -23
10 -22
10 -21
h9
5% 0
H 95% C.L.
L 95% C.L.
FIG. 3. Upper limits of the strain amplitude at 95 % con-
findence level for H and L detectors
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FIG. 4. Estimates of the minimum detectable ellipticity using
Izz equal to its fiducial value, expected for standard NSs (yel-
low and red). The lower curves refer to the case of an higher
moment of inertia
This constraint is tighter if we assume higher values of
the moment of inertia.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we present the first results of a directed
search for CW signals from the Galactic Center in O2
data and the first results of a directed search in the band
[10-500] Hz using advanced detector data. Upper lim-
its are comparable with O1 results in the band [500-700]
Hz of [16] and more stringent than those reported in the
O2 all-sky search [11]. We have used a new directed
search pipeline, developed from the Band-Sampled-Data
framework. The pipeline showed an excellent computa-
tional performance in terms of computing power needed
to search for a wide parameter space search. Furthermore
it confirmed once again the flexibility and potentialities
of the BSD framework, which can be easily adapted to
many different use cases.
From the results of this search we can exclude the pres-
ence of non-symmetric isolated spinning NS, which are
emitting a CW signal bigger than our upper limits, in
the Galactic Center region. These upper limits in a large
frequency band [300 - 700] Hz correspond to an elliptic-
ity smaller than ∼ 10−5, which is the maximum expected
ellipticity for a normal NS [8]. Higher maximum elliptic-
ities are predicted for NS with more exotic equation of
state [7].
The LIGO and Virgo detector have just ended the first
part of the new observing run O3, started in April 2019.
Both interferometers have been upgraded and the ex-
pected sensitivity is promisingly better than O2, thus
increasing the detection probability.
The pipeline described in this work could be used for
the search of CW signals in O3 data, both from the
Galactic Center and from other targets like supernova
remnants.
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Appendix A: Doppler correction in sub-bands
As stated in subsection II B, the first step of the
pipeline consists of applying the Doppler demodulation
to the time series utilizing the heterodyne [31]. For this
search we slightly modify the implementation of the het-
erodyne generalizing it for the case of Doppler correction
for sources with unknown rotational parameters (in par-
ticular the emitted frequency). When the GW emitted
frequency fGW is known, as well as the source sky posi-
tion ~n, the phase factor which multiplies the time series is
exp
(
i 2pic p~nfGW
)
, where p~n is the detector position along
the sky direction of the source. The Doppler demodula-
tion can be implemented repeating the correction for each
71 Hz sub-band. Let’s consider a single BSD file covering
a 10 Hz frequency band; we extract a 1 Hz frequency
sub-band in the frequency domain, getting time series of
the selected sub-band. This sub-band time series is mul-
tiplied by exp
(
i 2pic p~nfi
)
where fi is the central frequency
of the selected sub-band. We repeat the same procedure
for each sub-band of 1 Hz, and the final corrected time
series will be the sum of all the partially corrected sub-
band time series. Simulations done with injected signals
show that the correction in the sub-band is valid within
a 5% of error in the frequency (we say that the correc-
tion is valid if the signal after the correction, lies in the
same frequency bin where the real frequency is expected).
The residual Doppler will eventually mix with the spin-
down modulation. In order to avoid loosing candidates,
when we do the first level selection in the Frequency-
Hough map, the error associated to the spin-down will
be higher than the spin-down bin (which is instead the
standard choice done in all-sky searches).
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